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ABSTRACT

Recent in situ measurements with balloon borne quadrupole mass spectrometers, between 20 and
45 km altitude, are reviewed and discussed.
The major stratospheric ~ositive ions observed are proton hydrates [H+(H

20)0] and non proton
hydrates of the form H X~(H20)2. The data analysis allows a derivation of the vertical
mixing ratio profile of X (most probably CH3CN), which is compared with recent model
calculations. From negative ion composition data, showing the presence of NO3 and HSO4
cluster ions, the density of sulfuric acid in the stratosphere is deduced. The implications
of these findings on our understanding of the sulfur chemistry is briefly treated.
Finally some other aspects such as contamination, cluster break up and the use of strato-
spheric ion mass spectra for determination of thermochemical data and other minor
constituents are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The study of the ion composition of the lower ionosphere, has made enormous progress since
the pioneering work of Narcisi et al. /1,2/. Since then, in situ measurements with rocket
borne mass spectrometers /3,4,5/ associated with laboratory work /6,7/ and modelling efforts
/8,9/ have enabled a fairly good understanding of the ion chemistry in the altitude range
from 100 to 60 km and showed that neutral trace species play a key role in the ion
composition of the lower atmosphere.
Extending the existing work down to the stratosphere /9,10/ allowed to predict that the
primary ions formed by cosmic rays in the stratosphere, will rapidly convert to ions with a
totally different identity through ion-molecule reactions, involving minor constituents with
very low concentrations. Once these reactions and their rate constants are known, a detailed
knowledge of the ion composition can be used to determine these trace species and their
mixing ratios. Conversely, the measurement of the ion composition can lead to the derivation
of thermochemical and kinetic data of the appropriate ion-molecule reactions. Lately, it was
also pointed out /11,12/ that stratospheric ions may play a role in the nucleation and
formation of aerosols. Thus, the previous considerations justify as a logical step, the
extension of ion composition measurements into the stratosphere.
The associated technical problems are very difficult, due to the high gas nwnber densities
at lower altitudes. However, such measurements have become feasible recently, mainly as a
result of the d~evelopment of powerful and light weight cryopumping systems, enabling a
vacuum below 10 Torr in the mass spectrometer, in spite of a high ambient pressure.
It is the purpose of this paper to review stratospheric ion mass spectrometry, emphasizing
the obtained results and their discussion.
The description of the instruments, primarily consisting of a quadrupole mass filter, built
into a high speed liquid helium or neon pump and the associated electronics, has been given
in detail elsewhere /13,14,15/.
In view of the limited space available, it is not possible to treat all the aspects of the
subject in detail, but we have tried to make the reference list as complete as possible.
Earlier reviews have also been given by Arnold /16/, Ferguson and Arnold /17/ and Arijs
/18/.

POSITIVE ION COMPOSITIONOF THE STRATOSPHERE

The first positive ion composition data of the stratosphere resulted from measurements with
rocket borne instruments by Arnold et al. /19/ and showed the existence of two major ion
families. The first one, identified as H (H20)0 ions or proton hydrates (PH), was expected
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from models based on laboratory measurements and extensions of the understanding of the
D-region ion chemistry /9,10,20/. The second one contains ions with masses 29 ±1, 42 ±1,
60 ±1 and 80 ±1 amu, termed non proton hydrates (NPH), which become dominant below 40 km.
It was established that this group resulted from reactions of PH with an unknown trace gas
X. Originally CH

2O was proposed, which was rejected later as a result of laboratory work
/21/.
Since rocket flights allow only a short sampling time, thereby hampering the use of high
resolution, and also induce shock waves, causing dissociation of cluster ions, further
efforts to identify X were performed with balloon borne instruments.
The first positive ion mass spectra obtained from balloon flights in the stratosphere were
reported almost simultaneously by three groups /22,23,24/. The major ions observed are
summarized in table 1. From this it was concluded /23/ that all NPH cluster ions could be
represented by H

4X~(H
2O)m where X had a mass number of 41 ±1 amu, a proton affinity subg

sta~tially higher than that of water and an atmospheric number density of approximately 10
cm . Arnold et al. /23/ subsequently suggested acetonitrile (CH3CN) for X. Because of the
difficulty of conceiving a viable production method of CH3CN in the stratosphere and
inspired by the existence of a sodium layer in the upper atmosphere /25/, Ferguson proposed
NaOH for X /26/. Subsequent model calculations of Lju and Reid /27/ and laboratory data of
NNrck et al. /28/ and Perry et al. /29/ gave more credibility to this hypothesis. In 1979 it
was pointed out /30/ that the NPH could also be fitted by Mg~(OH) although this possibility
was excluded later by laboratory measurements /31/. n
The first high resolution mass spectra of positive ions in the stratosphere, reported in
1980 by Arijs et al. /32/ showed unambiguously that X had mass 41 and that no Mg isotopes
could be detected. This ruled out both the NaOH and MgOH hypotheses and gave credit again to
the original CH3CN proposal.
More arguments in favour of this candidate were brought by laboratory experiments /33,34/
and by inspections of the fractional abundances of positive ions observed around 35 km
/35,36/.
Although recently the presence of CH3CN in the stratosphere was questioned by Ballenthin
/ ~i~/ as a result of the in situ measurement of the isotopic mass peaks of mass 78
[H CH3CN(H20)2], a careful check during a recent balloon flight realized by our group, has
not allowed to confirm his statement.

TABLE 1 Observed positive ions in the stratosphere

Mass (in amu) Proposed Ion

Ref 19 24 22 23 Clusters

19 ±2 20 ±3 H~(H2O)

29±2 29±3 ?

37 ±2 37 ±3

42±2 43±3 H~X

50±3

55 ±2 55 ±3 55 H~(H2O)3

60 ±2 60 ±2 H~X(H2O)

73 73 ±2 73 ±1 H~(H2O)4

80 ±2 78 ±2 78 ±2 H~X(H2O)2

82±2 H~X2

91 91 ±2 91 ±1 H~(H2O)5

96 ±2 96 ±1 H~X(H2O)3

99 ±2 100 ±1 H~X2(}{2O)

109 109 ±2 H~(H20)6

114 ±2 H~X(H2O)4

118 ±1 H~X2(H2O)2

136 ±2 H~X2(H2O)3

140 ±2 H~X3(H2O)
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Since 1977, several mass spectra of the positive ions in the stratosphere have been obtained
/38-41/ in the altitude region from 20 to 45 km. The measured fractional abundances of the
NPH ions are summarized in figure 1.
Accepting that NPH are formed through the reactions

H~(H2O) + C1{
3CN -, H~CH3CN(H2O) 1 + H~0 (1)

H~(CH3CN)21(H2O) + CH3CN + M -~ H~(CH3CN)~(H2O)+ 11 (2)

H~(CH3CN)f(H20)1 + H20 + N -~ H~(CH3CN)2(H20) + N (3)

and assuming that the major sink for NPH is ion-ion recombination and that reconversion from
NPH to PR can be neglected, the CH3CN number density can be derived from the steady state
equation

[dH3cN] = O[1LI~NPH] (4)

Here square brackets denote number densities, a is the ion-ion recombination coefficient,
[n_] the total negative ion density and k1 the rate coefficient for reactions of type (1).
The recombination rate coefficient a being known /33,42,43/ and taking k1 from laboratory
measurements by Smith et al. /33/, the mixing ratio of CH3CN can be calculated from the data
points of figure 1. The result is shown in figure 2.
To explain the presence of acetonitrile in the stratosphere two different hypotheses have
been put forward. Nurad et al. /44/ propose an in situ formation mechanism based on the
reactions

HCN + CH2O + N -* CH2OH-CN + M (5)

CH2OH-CN 1- hv -, CH2CN + OH (6)

CH2CN + 1102 -~ CHJCN + 02 (7)
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Reaction (5) however is probably much slower than deduced by Murad et al. /44/. If fast
enough to explain the data of figure 2, it should represent a major sink of HCN and the
measured values of HCN should be very difficult to explain /45/. Furthermore the reaction

CH
2CN + 02 -~ OOCH2CN (8)

most likely is fast enough to destroy all CH2CN before it can form any acetonitrile.
At present it seems therefore more realistic to accept the model of Brasseur et al. /46/ who
assume a surface emission of CH~CN,followed by upward diffusion and destruction by OH in
the stratosphere. Recent measur~ments of CH3CN at ground level /47,48/ seem to plead for
this proposal, although some problems remain to be solved, such as possible tropospheric
wash out and a detailed investigation of emission sources.
Also shown in figure 2 for comparison is a model calculation, assuming no wash out (which
seems to be likely /48/) and a global yearly emission of 2.3 x 10

1Og CHJCN. This low
emission can be accounted for by sources such as biomass burning, industrial releases and
car gas exhaust.
Although CH.~CN may not have a large impact on major aeronomic problems such as ozone
depletion, fts derivation is a nice example of the use of ion mass spectra for the detection
of trace gases at the ppt level and it clearly illustrates the power of the method.
An inspection of minor mass peaks in positive ion spectra /36,49/ shows the potential of the
detection of other trace gases among which Na, Al, CH

3OH, CH3COH, HCN, CHJNH2, CH202, CH4S,
C2H50, CH3NO2 and C2H3NS are possible candidates. Apart from CH3OH, which seems to be
clearly present, the mentioned molecules are rather speculative and more measurements are
needed to establish their role in the stratospheric ion chemistry.
It siould also be stressed that contamination caused by outgassing from balloon and gondola,
may give rise to some additional artificial mass peaks /15,40,41/, resulting in possible
misinterpretation of the data. The use of valve controlled balloons, allowing a slow descent
and consequently a fresh air flow around the instrument and of nighttime flights, with no
heating of the payload by solar radiation, should minimize contamination.
Another effect hampering full exploitation of stratospheric ion composition data is cluster
break up or collision induced dissociation. It especially limits the use of the so—called
equilibrium method, in principle allowing the derivation of either trace gas concentrations
or thermochemical data from the measureme~t of fractional ion abundances. This method is
based on the fact, that when cluster ions A Bn are formed by a reaction

A~ - B +B+M-~A~ - B +11 (9)n-i a

the abundance ratio of the ions of the family A+B can be written as

[A~Bn]/[A~Bn_i1 = K p(B) n (10)
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where p(B) is the partial pressure of B and K is the equilibrium constant given by

-RT2nK=~}1 -ThS =d~G (11)
0 0 0

In principle if is known, p(B) can be derived from [A~B ]/[A~B ~ or conversely if p(B)
is measured independently ~G can+be calculated. n+ n+ +

Unfortunately the cluster i~ns A B (for the stratosphere A a H 0 or H CH CN and B = H
2O,

CH3CN or one of the previously ment
9oned trace gases) are weakly ~ound ions ~nd can break up

in the mass spectrometer just behind the sampling hole, where the pressure is still
relatively high and where electric fields accelerate them into the mass filter. It has been
shown /15/ that this collision induced dissociation can falsify measurements largely,
especially at lower altitudes. To a certain extent however cluster break up can be simulated
in the laboratory /35,36/ and the distribution of positive ions can be used to derive useful
data, such as temperature /36/. It is evident however that instrumental refinements to avoid
collision induced dissociation as well as further laboratory studies should be made.

NEGATIVE ION COMPOSITION OF THE STRATOSPHERE

The first stratospheric negative ion composition data, obtained with a balloon borne
instrument by Arnold and Henschen /50/ showed that the major ions are N0

3.}1N03 cluster ions,
predicted by laboratory data /51/, and ions of the type R (}ffi)2(HNO3)m. For HR, Arnold and
Henschen suggested H2S04, formed through photochemical oxydation of SO2 in the stratosphere
/52/. The rate constants of the reactions,

N03(HNO3) + H2S04 -~ HSO4(HNO3) + HNO3 (12)

were subsequently measured ~n the laborato~y bX Vi~giano et al. /53,54/ and turned out to be
fast (2.6 x iO~, 2.3 x 10 and 1.1 x 10 cm~s for n = 0, 1 and 2 respectively).
In 1980, the first high resolution measurements of negative ion composition around 35 km by
Arijs et al. /55/, allowed an unambiguous mass determination of the major ions and confirmed
the H7SO4 hypothesis. Since then, negative ion spectra were obtained in the altitude range
from ~0_to 45 km /56-62/, which showed that the major ions over the whole altitude region
were NO3 and HSO4 core ions.
A typical fractional abundance measurement by the Heidelberg group of both ion families is
shown in figure 3. The measurements of the Belgian group are rather similar, though a higher
fractional abundance of HSO4 core ions is observed below 30 km. -

Above 40 kin, the HSO~core ions redisappear slowly /61/ and at 45 km even CO3 ions are
observed, indicating t~hat stratospheric ion chemistry merges with 0-region ion chemistry in
that region.
Variations with altitude of the ion fractional abundances as shown in figure 3 are caused by
the variation of sulfuric acid concentration in the stratosphere. Using a similar steady
state treatment as for PH and NPH, the number density of sulfur compounds converting NO3
core ions into HSO4 core ions can be deduced from
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Fig. 3. Fractional ion signal of N0 and HSO4 core ions versus altitude from a balloon
flight of Viggiano and Arnold /57/.
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k
2[nN] [H2so4+ HSOy] = a[n÷1 [n5] (13)

where [~÷]is the total positive ion density, k2 _the rate coefficient of reaction (12) and
[n5} and [nN] the total number density of HSO4 and NO3 core ions respectively. HSO
represents HSO~,HSO5 and any other sulfur compound giving rise to HSO4 core ions. y
A compilation ~f recent results obtained in this way by the Heidelberg and the Belgian group
/55,63—68/ is given in figure 4. The number densities shown here, suffer from large errors
due to uncertainties in the values of a,[n+] and k,, and due to uncertain En ] values,
resulting from poor signal strength at lower altitudes. In view of these uncerta

5inties and
possible errors on altitude measurement the data of the different groups are in reasonable
agreement.
Also shown in figure 4 are some recent model calculations for [H

2S04] by Turco et al. /69/,
represented by curves A, B, C and D (full lines above 30 km and dashed lines below). The
dot-and-dash line G is a model result for [HSO3} /52/. Curves E and F are summations of
G + A and G + B (or C, or 0) respectively. The dashed line H is a vapour pressure
calculation of H SO4 as explained in detail before /65/.
The agreement be

2tween curve H and the measurements in the altitude region from about 28 to
33 km suggests that in this region the H

2S04 number density is controlled by the evaporation
recondensation equilibrium of aerosol droplets. Below 28 km, the H2S04 + HSO vapour is
clearly in supersaturation. The main loss processes for sulfuric acid vapour are~’interacti0n
with aerosols; its production being the oxydation of SO2 vapour through the reactions

SO2+OH+M~HS03+M (14)

HSO3 + OH -~ SO3 + H2O (15)

SO3 + H2O -~ H2S04 (16)

Above 35 km, the measurements seem to suggest a good agreement with curve B, obtained by
assuming a loss of H2504 by reaction with “smoke” particles, caused by a downward metal flux
of 106 cm

2 ~ from meteoric debris /69/.
Recently it became possible to deduce HSO

3 number densities from steady state considerations
about ions containing HSO ligands /70,71/ as well as SO2 concentrations from ion
composition measurements /61~/. These data /68,73/ show that H2S04 has a much larger photo-
dissociation coefficient than accepted in the models so far. Furthermore the oxydation
mechanism of SO7 is not clear yet /73/ and therefore it seems premature to draw definite
conclusions. Anylow, negative ion composition data have delivered the first data on H2SO4
vapour concentrations in the stratosphere and provide a powerful tool for a further under-
standing of sulfur chemistry in the stratosphere.
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Nitric acid is another important trace gas, where of the concentration can be derived from
negative ion composition data. Both the equilibrium method /59,74/ and the steady state
method /57,58,62/ have been applied. Below 30 km, cluster break up disturbs the measurements
/72/ severely and the inferred HNO

3 mixing ratios are much too low. Above this altitude
however ion composition data may turn out to be a useful method for HN03 derivations. The
values obtained and summarized in figure 5, are in reasonable agreement with previously
measured data or model calculations /75/ within the experimental errors above 30 km.
The measurement of minor ion abundances with more sensitive instruments can open the way for
the detection of many other trace gases such as lid, HOC1 and HCN /58,59/ although
contamination is a serious problem here. More laboratory measurements should also be
performed to obtain kinetic and thermochemical data about the ion-molecule reactions with
these species.
As stated in the introduction, these data can also be deduced from in situ ion mass spectro-
metric probings, using the stratosphere as a laboratory. Again contamination and especially
cluster break up, inhibit this kind of measurements. Nevertheless, for cluster ions such as
HSO4 core ions, where no laboratory data at all are available some first approximative
thermochemical data can be inferred from the ion abundances obtained at high altitudes where
cluster break up has a minor effect. This has been done by the Heidelberg group /56,62,70/
and extensive lists of AG0 and AR0 values can be found in the appropriate references.

MULTI-ION COMPLEXESAND ION NUCLEATION

Ions in the stratosphere are believed to disappear under normal conditions by recombination
processes such as

H~(H2O) + NO3(HNO3)2 -~ m H20 + (2 + 1)HNO3 (17)

It was pointed out by Ferguson /76/ however, that for high values of (2 + m), reactions such
as (17) can become endothermic and stable solvated ion pairs can be produced. According to
Arnold /12/, the condition for such a polyion formation is

EA + S > IP - S÷+ E (18)

where EA is the electron affinity of the negative ion core, IP the ionization potential of
the positive ion core, S_ and S~are the total solvation energies of the negative and
positive cluster ions and E~ the energy released on formation of a chemical bond. The
solvation energies S can be derived from the free energy differences AG as inferred from
laboratory measurements or stratospheric ion composition data. From this Arnold /70/
concluded that the region around 30 km contains enough higher order cluster ions to be
favourable for polyion formation.
These polyions can be the basis for aerosol formation through ion induced nucleation
mechanisms.
Recently, the ion nucleation rate was calculated by Arnold /77/. It appeared that ion
nucleation can be an efficient source for condensation nuclei, in the 27—37 km altitude
region, especially during periods of short temperature changes in the stratosphere. These
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calculations however are only first order approximations and more extensive model treatments
are needed. Definite experimental evidence for the existence of polyions or multi-ion
complexes has not yet been found /40,78/ although recently Hofman and Rosen /79/ were able
to explain condensation nuclei events with the model developed by Arnold /77/.

CONCLUSIONS

Recent in situ mass spectrometric measurements of positive and negative ions in
the altitude region 15 to 45 kin, obtained mainly by two groups (Max Planck Institute of
Heidelberg and Belgian Institute for Space Aeronomy) have permitted a better understanding
of the stratospheric ion chemistry. As far as the formation of major ions is concerned, a
consistent picture can now be formed.
Stratospheric ion mass spectrometry also has opened a way for detections of trace gases down
to the ppt level. Species e.g. CH

3CN and 112S04, not traceable so far, have now been
detected. For these gases ion mass spectrometry is the only analytic method available at
present. Especially the detection of H2S04 is of primary importance for the understandingof
the sulfur cycle and the formation of aerosols.

A continuation of in situ data collection and associated laboratory measurements
as well as modelling efforts /80,81/ are needed to complete our knowledge of the ion
processes in the stratosphere.
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